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Runaway climate change (1) is not just a technical term in climatology, but a profound reflection of the catastrophic crisis we have reached. In recent ...
A Journey into the Unfamiliar Future
Mann was thrust into a larger-than-life role in the climate debate because of the notoriety of the Hockey Stick Graph. However, Mann wrote that "dozens of groups of scientists" had validated his 1998 ...
Local Sports News
The case has bounced around various levels of Washington, D.C. and federal courts for years as Mann, a climate scientist ... Review's website. The "hockey stick graph" was meant to illustrate ...
DC judge dismisses Penn State climate professor's defamation case against National Review
who first shot to fame in the 1990s when he published possibly the most famous chart in all of climate science - now known as simply the hockey stick graph - which showed how burning fossil fuels ...
ClimateCast: The New Climate War - A conversation with Dr Michael E. Mann
According to the survey of 6,040 global respondents by CFA Institute, the global association of investment professionals, 44 per cent predicted a K-shape recovery, indicating a globally divergent ...
Most CFA Institute members predict K-shaped recovery from COVID-19 pandemic: Survey
Climate change could exacerbate terrorism ... s share in environmental degradation faced the same attacks. The hockey stick graph shown by Michael Mann and his co-researchers established one ...
Climate change and terrorism
Michael Mann, Distinguished Professor of Meteorology, Pennsylvania State University and author of The Hockey Stick and the Climate Wars 'In these crucial years to save the global climate, Christopher ...
Climate Change, Capitalism, and Corporations
The videos walk students through the basics of hockey, from how to pick up and hold a stick, to skills like stickhandling, passing and how to take a shot on goal. Video: Power Play Challenge pres.
Blue Jackets go virtual to help local educators during pandemic
Rising waters in Shuswap rivers has heightened concern for the state of glaciers in the region and elsewhere. According to glaciologists and others who closely monitor the state of glaciers, the ...
Rising rivers in the Shuswap raise alarm about accelerated glacier melt
"It's my time here [inside Climate Pledge Arena]," said ... "Who knows, maybe be a hockey player herself. She does well with [the stick and ball]." ...
Symetra First Shift: Initial Seats Installed at Climate Pledge Arena
A Tampa couple tied the knot Saturday evening and left their ceremony in style… threw an arc of hockey sticks. The couple ... to pour federal resources into climate change, health care and ...
Tampa couple walks under hockey stick arc after tying knot in honor of Lightning
As the underdog Montreal Canadiens manage to live to fight another day in the Stanley Cup final, we explore one of hockey's favourite conspiracy theories: that the league has it out for Canadian teams ...
Is the NHL rigged against Canada? Not really
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP)Pekka Rinne made sure to stick around Nashville longer than usual after the season ended with the Predators’ first-round playoff exit. The 2018 Vezina Trophy winner ...
Predators goaltender Pekka Rinne retiring after 15 seasons
“My first 24 hours in Beijing and I was a few stick lengths ... it comes to climate, so they definitely have a good foundation in place and all the right ingredients to become a hockey-loving ...
Beijing 2022: Canadian helping bring ice hockey culture as China imports Winter Olympics talent
At the end of the day, when a young man can move on and play collegiate hockey it’s really rewarding ... “Actually, funny story, he broke his stick in main camp and I ran down and let ...
Maine Nordiques’ Donte Pierre commits to Connecticut College
The memorial now consists of hockey sticks and pucks as well as notes for ... drive to direct a huge pool of federal resources at climate change, health care and family-service programs sought ...
Fans gather in Arena District to remember Matiss Kivlenieks
Donte Pierre has become the latest Maine Nordiques player to make his college commitment for next season. The 20-year-old forward from Brooklyn, New York has committed to Connecticut College, which ...
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